The Seven Steps of Precipitation – Vista
(Cyclopea) and Crystal – Step Five - Part 1

BELOVED CYCLOPEA and BELOVED VIRGINIA
- Elohim of the Fifth Ray (Green Ray)
- Divine Qualities: Truth, Healing, Science
- Retreat: In Altai Range where China, Siberia, and Mongolia meet, near Tabun Bogdo.

It is time now to enter the fifth Step of Beloved Vista (Cyclopea) and Crystal (Virginia) Beloved Elohim of the Fifth Ray.
Vista or Cyclopea and Crystal are the Elohim of Concentration and Consecration, They also
embody Healing, Scientific Development and Truth and the colour of Their Ray is Green.
Beloved Elohim Vista Speaks as recorded in the book by
Thomas Printz The Seven Mighty Elohim Speak
I am “Vista” (known to you for many years as “Cyclopea”), the All Seeing-Eye of the Eternal God.
Today, I stand in the atmosphere of Earth and, impersonally looking upon that lovely Silent Watcher, I
thought back upon that day when the first call came from the God Parents of Our System (Helios and
Vesta), when We Willed to be a part of Her Creation. I thought upon the time when, with Hercules, We
said: “Yes, We WILL Serve,” when the Great WISDOM (as well as PERCEPTION and ILLUMINATION) of
Cassiopea showed Us, clearly, what was to be done, when the LOVE of Orion stirred, within Our Hearts,
an intensified Willingness to leave Our Activities in the Cosmos and, rhythmically, give whatever Service
was required to bring that small, but beautiful “jewel” (your Earth), out of the unformed into the
formed, when We looked through the Crystal Ray of PURITY and saw the Divine Design and
Immaculate Concept of Helios and Vesta for the Earth and its Evolutions.
We found that Divine Plan to be good and beautiful and that it would make the Earth a literal “jewel”
in the Planetary System. Its Gifts of Light, Perfume and Music would add to the Beauty of the Galaxy,

part of the Great Necklace of the Cosmic Sun of the System. We knew, then, that it would be Our Great
Joy to Create this “Jewel” and bring Her to Her Greatest Perfection, Adorning the Solar System.
Then came My Activity. I Am He Who is Known as the Elohim of Concentration. Of course, after My
Service comes that of My Illustrious Brothers, the Mighty Arcturus, of the Seventh Ray (representing
RHYTHM OF INVOCATION AND TRANSMUTATION BY VIOLET FIRE) and the Elohim of PEACE of the Sixth
Ray, Whose Service is to Seal the finished Creation, in the Protection and Perfection of COSMIC CHRIST
PEACE.
What can be accomplished on Earth, even in mundane activities of your daily living, without
CONCENTRATION, from the smallest task of learning a recipe for your kitchen fare, to the greatest
dexterity of technique which produces lovely music, to the greatest development of science, to the
magnificent perfection of the educator, preacher and statesman? If there is not CONCENTRATION, there
is only mediocrity, only the bare surface is scratched. THOSE WHO DETERMINE TO RISE ABOVE THE
MASSES, TAKE ONE FACET OF LIVING AND MASTERFULLY DEVELOP IT, DECIDING, WITHIN THEM-SELVES,
TO EXCEL AT LEAST ALONG ONE LINE OF EXPRESSION. So, they dedicate themselves to this end,
consecrating their lives, attention and endeavours, their time and substance, to achieve this one,
definite purpose.
According to the CONCENTRATION of those energies is their development, is their mastery, is their
efficacy. How often is it said of someone in the world of form that he is “Jack of all trades, but master
of none!” Looking as I do, both in My capacity as Elohim (the All Seeing Eye of God) and My Activities
with the Karmic Board, I see so much that is just at the point of being precipitated into actual
manifestation. Then, suddenly, the CONCENTRATION is dissipated, the attention is drawn away from
that which has been deliberately designed, and actually begun to be lowered into physical form.
Thus, the once desired manifestation is abandoned before it can actually appear.
After we had looked into the Beauty and Perfection of the Divine Design for this Planet, through the
Current and Ray of the Elohim of Purity, what could come next but CONCENTRATION – the drawing of
Energy and then concentrating it around those convex Rays, which had been established as the form of
the Earth? We had to CONCENTRATE Light Substance to make the Planet solid enough to be able to
hold sea, land and general physical form.
If We had proceeded through those first four steps (the WILL TO DO, the PERCEPTION as to what
should be done, the joy of serving in LOVE, humble enough to do it God’s way – in PURITY) and then
had refused to CONCENTRATE upon the task, until the planet finally began to revolve upon its axis, until
Virgo and the Beings of Nature had Perfected It, until Amaryllis had experimented with nine hundred
Springs, what would have happened? There would have been no Earth! Yet, even you, who are today
the maximum development of CONCENTRATION, you have only touched the fringe of following things
through to manifestation!
It is Law, actual Scientific Law, that what you begin can be accomplished, when it is in agreement with
God’s Plan to bring Perfection forth, whether it be healing, PRECIPITATION, financial freedom, eternal
youth, the restoration of a limb – but the “stick-to-it-iveness” is required to produce these.
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Vista Continues His Address:

Greatest Obstacles to Successful Precipitation
Now, what are the obstacles which are encountered, in the unascended state, that delay your
endeavours at instantaneous precipitation? They are mostly discouragement and doubt. When that,
upon which you work, and which comes from the seeming “invisible” does not appear, according to the
outer mind’s reckoning of a time limit, sometimes the project is abandoned just as it is ready to come
“through the veil,” into the physical appearance world.
I have seen men and women, on the verge of great financial mastery, stop working on their project
just within an hour of receiving their financial freedom! I have seen individuals, working in retreats,
draw currents for healing, over quite a period of time. Then, because that healing seemed not to
completely manifest quickly enough for them, they wholly abandoned their work, just five minutes
short of a cosmic manifestation! Often, such a manifestation, if it had been sustained in faith and
constancy, would have revealed much truth to the consciousness of the race, as a whole, and would
have been of great help to them. The “invisible” realm is almost filled with uncompleted prayers, with
beautiful forms which have never been brought into outer manifestation.
How many of you (I know, for I see with the All-Seeing-Eye), how many of you, just during these
addresses, have decided upon some pattern to manifest, have begun to build it, and have already
abandoned your project? Those patterns will be dissipated because of the lack of your attention, which
feeds your life into them, unless you pick them up, again, and either complete them, or return them to
the un-formed, through the etherealizing power of the Violet Transmuting Flame. If you do not reclaim
them, your pattern may be picked up and completed by some magnetic life stream in the outer world
and that other individual then will be the beneficiary of all your work!

Beloved, sometimes people speak of “strokes of luck,” usually great flashes of financial relief and
release, which they suddenly receive. Sometimes this comes about because another individual has
worked for years upon some project, building a momentum of constructively qualified energy thereby,
only to suddenly cut the strings and break the line of CONCENTRATION and attention upon his work.
This allows that picture (pattern or form) and momentum to be loosened from his consciousness and
float away, unclaimed, into the atmosphere, to be picked up (mentally) by some other life stream at
the last minute of its preparation, just before it physically manifests.
CONCENTRATE! FOLLOW THROUGH!

I implore you, you who decide upon some pattern and plan of manifestation, follow it through! Follow it
through! Follow it through! CONCENTRATE upon your design for precipitation, until you have brought it
into fulfilment. Rhythmically work upon your project, but NOT FOR LONG HOURS AT A TIME, so that you
become so tense and filled with anxiety, that you neutralize your endeavours.
You have been told that, when We Created the Planets of this System, We came in Rhythm, and it was
the power of My Ray of CONCENTRATION, which drew and coalesced the Actual Form of this Earth.
After all, what are mankind’s bodies, but forms of concentrated energy? This energy, as you know, is
drawn forth from the Heart of Your Presence. Once you have determined to bring forth some
constructive manifestation, follow through, in the name of God! Follow through in the name of God!
FOLLOW THROUGH IN THE NAME OF GOD! Stop sitting by the wayside, resting, when you are on the

Verge of Victory!

Do you know the CONCENTRATION it takes to bring forth an invention, to bring forth a scientific
discovery to the race? Do you know the CONCENTRATION it took to hold the vision for America? Many
of you shared that vision and were a part of the “heart centre” which held that vision for the others.
Now, CONCENTRATION and CONSECRATION are almost one and the same, Beloved Ones, because, first
of all, whatever you are going to do that will amount to anything, requires the CONSECRATION of your
life and that you have not understood, deeply enough. It is the CONSECRATION of all of your energies
to the manifestation of something, which will give you Mastery over this world of form. Do not feel that,
to desire Mastery over financial lack or Mastery over appearances of physical distress, in the restoration
of health, is selfish, because the fully gathered momentum of your Mastery, becomes your gift to the
consciousness of the race, at large.
So long ago that I can scarcely remember the time, I learned the power of CONCENTRATION, which
later made it possible for me to give to you, your Planet, Earth. Who knows but that even, within this
room, today, there may be an Elohim for tomorrow’s world? I see several for whom it could be
possible.
As you are listening to me, today, from Archangel Raphael’s Kingdom (whose specialized quality is
CONSECRATION), We have connected a Beam of Energy with that Portion of My Ray, which is anchored
within the forehead of every incarnate life stream, on the planet, today. This is the focus, in every
physical form, where the True Inner Sight once functioned freely, but this clear Inner Sight has been
dimmed by mankind’s misuse of energy, all through the ages, creating shadows in the consciousness,
by his use of discordantly qualified thought, feeling, spoken word and deed. As this shadowed
substance increased, through many, many embodiments, it gradually became what is now known as
the “human veil.”
This is simply an accumulation of too slowly vibrating energy which has formed within the brain
structure, itself. This denser substance shuts off, from physical sight, the Presence of the Cosmic
Beings, Ascended Masters, Angels and the Perfection of the Realms which abide above this physical
appearance world. Through this Service, which I Am rendering here today to you, I Am also
endeavouring to clear the Inner Sight, as much as possible, particularly of the “mystic,” of the

metaphysician and those who have “stepped out” of the consciousness of the masses, desiring a
clearer concept of truth.
I Am also giving this assistance, today, to the great leaders of the orthodox channels of religion,
endeavouring to give them as much understanding of the Great Law, as it is necessary to convince
them that We are ready and willing to assist mankind, by offering the Full Power and Pressure of Our
Light, and Feelings of Mastery over everything human, thus helping them to find their way back to the
complete freedom which God intended them to enjoy, from the beginning.

